Water is an essential item in our diet, and in many of the procedures which make up our daily lives. A constant supply ofsafe domestic water laid on to our homes, places of work, and places of entertainment has been, until quite recently, an unquestioned convenience of modern life. A hundred and fifty years ago, however, this standard of civilization was little more than a dream, which medical men and sanitary reformers were beginning to work towards; our recent anxieties are of a different order from those which exercised Victorian health reformers. In London, it took almost eighty years of endeavour before constant piped water was laid on to most homes, and it was not until the 1920s that domestic water supplies could finally be guaranteed free from accidental organic pollution. The problems to be overcome before the dream was implemented were immense, and began with the very sources of London's water, the rivers Thames and Lea, and the surface wells which had supplied homes in the city for centuries. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, most Londoners were supplied with domestic water, raw and unfiltered, from one of these sources, either commercially or by their own private efforts. Under either arrangement, supplies were uncertain and intermittent, and water had to be stored in the home, and was generally subject to further domestic pollution. Quality, quantity, and continuity of supply were the issues which were to dominate public health concern with water until the end of the century.
The distribution of the river and deep well waters through the city was a commercial operation, until the Metropolitan Water Board assumed responsibility in 1904 .5 In 1828, the companies were said to serve some 177,000 households and premises,6 in a city which contained probably 200,000 houses. A proportion of these tenants were industrial premises, the rest perhaps largely wealthy and middle class. In 1843, the Southwark Company was supplying 18,000 tenants, of whom 4,000 (22 per cent) had individual supplies through i-inch lead pipes, 10,000 (55 per cent) through i-inch pipes with branches to the dwellings on each side, 900 (5 per cent) by pipes with three branches to adjacent tenements, and 2,000 (11 per cent) by common stand-pipes. About 1,000 others (5 5 per cent) were what were known as "consumers": tanners, fellmongers, hairwashers, glue-makers, curriers, dyers, hatters, brewers, distillers, steam-engine-works, railway stations, pubs, hospitals, etc.7 Some 5,000 houses, representing 30,000 persons, were not supplied by any company within this district, and were dependent on other sources of supply. The Southwark Company thus supplied 72 per cent of the units in its district. In 1854, the water companies in general claimed to supply some 302,400 houses, exclusive of manufacturers and public establishments, and by 1866, the figure had risen to 470,000.8 By this time, it is likely that most houses in London had access to company water, but a number of the companies already supplied districts outside the bounds of metropolitan London, so that these figures must be treated with some caution, for they represent "Water London" and not Metropolitan London (see table 3 below).
Before the 1870s, the provision of company water was a matter for individual householders and landlords. In 1850, it cost £4 to lay on company water to a fourth-class house;9 in the 1 840s, annual rentals varied from five to seven shillings for a two-room (fourth-class) house to ten to fourteen shillings for a four-room house.'0 If the charges were paid by the occupants, the rate was set at about 3s. 6d. per room, if paid by the landlord, at about 2s. 11 d. 1 Under the prevailing intermittent system, these rates secured access to piped water for two hours or less daily, or on alternate days. Until 1872, water was never supplied on Sundays.12 In poor-class housing, company water was generally supplied to a common standpipe in the yard, or one mains connection was shared between several houses or tenements on a branch system. Even at the end of the century, standpipes were commonly used to supply poor quarters, and company figures for "households supplied" must be taken as meaning households with access to company water, not households with private supplies.i3 When constant supply began to be widely introduced after 1870, the installation of regulation fittings to receive the service cost a further £514 (see table 2). Except where tenants were reliable, and where rental could successfully be made to cover the cost, these considerable sums were a disincentive to the installation of company water. The extension of piped water to all houses in London became one of the foremost objectives of the public health movement when it got off the ground in the 1840s, and the Waterworks Clauses Act of 1847 provided that the companies should supply constant piped water to all dwellings in London.'5 Even so, it was a long haul. In the poorer districts, landlords were reluctant to provide individual tenements with company water, because the fittings were only too likely to be sold by the tenants for scrap. 16 The companies equally were reluctant to install constant water supplies because of the likelihood of waste, the possibility of consumer opposition, and the complexity of the actual installation. The companies were only responsible for mains services, and all domestic water plumbing was left to the consumer. Domestic plumbing was generally very badly done, especially in poor areas. London had a particularly bad reputation in this respect. One observer went so far as to remark that "in no town in the world do plumbers' work and the plumbing trade stand lower than in London".'7 Leaky joints, non-functioning ballcocks and dripping taps were commonplace. Consumers were neither scrupulous nor thoughtful. Where several houses were on one branched service pipe, it was quite common for the occupant of the principal house served to tie down the ballcock, and so ensure that he received an extremely efficient service during water hours, while any reduction in pressure cut off his neighbours' supply entirely.'8
The deficiencies of the intermittent water supply system had to be made good if domestic life was to continue outside water hours. In households with direct mains connection, the problem was generally met by installing storage cisterns into which the piped water supply was delivered. These cisterns and their filters were seldom if ever cleaned, and with years of use were liable to become foul. Complaints of the delivery of foul water by the companies were often attributed by disinterested witnesses to the condition of storage cisterns, rather than to company negligence;'9 the problem was certainly not limited to poor households, but was found in every class of house.20 In the homes of the poor, water-butts, buckets, jars, tubs, and barrels were used for storage. These were generally uncovered, and were liable to contamination in overcrowded and unclean conditions. They were frequently kept next to the privy; and the water so stored was used and reused for a variety of domestic purposes before being finally discarded.21
Given the irregularity of water-company supplies, many households relied heavily on local water sources, as did those who had no access to company water. Those who lived along the rivers and canals went direct to source with their jars and buckets. In Wandsworth in 1858, for example, the poor were dependent on the Thames and Wandle for supply;22 in Stepney in 1866, 200 cholera deaths within a 200-yard radius of the Regent's Canal bore mute witness to the probable local uses of that stretch of water.23 Those not so conveniently situated near a river or canal relied on even more local sources of supply. The shallow wells of London were an ancient and a popular institution. Although the value of these well-waters was said to be popularly estimated by the brilliancy with which they sparkled,24 their flavour was also important in their popularity. The notorious Broad Street pump, for example, was so much to one lady's taste that she regularly had its water brought to her home in Hampstead. Many wells were found on private premises. In Fulham in 1856, of 1,009 houses inspected by the Medical Officer of Health, 758 (75 per cent) were supplied by wells, of which 508 were supplied by 108 pumps only-47 houses per pump. Of the remainder, 147 (14i5 per cent) had water laid on (that is, company water) and 104 (10-3 per cent) were wholly without water. In Hammersmith, of 1,810 houses examined, 405 Throughout the 1860s and 1870s, the local authorities were energetic in closing down and filling in both public and private wells. With the extension of constant supply, the need for wells diminished, but numbers of private surface wells still existed in the 1890s. There were eleven in St George-the-Martyr in 1892, none of them safe, being highly charged with sewage and other organic matters. A few surface wells remained in the late 1 890s, for builders in Chelsea were still using movable pumps in their operations, but it seems unlikely that much of this water was used for drinking. All public pumps were thought to have gone by then: one of the last had been the historic Aldgate Pump. This, by a sagacious fraud, had been supplied by the New River Company for many years at the instigation of the Medical Officer of Health, but it was not until the pump was replaced by a tap that the local population began to complain about the alteration in the flavour of the supply. It seems probable that operational surface wells had all but disappeared by 1900, but it was known that private supplies still existed both in London and in the area generally.29
The gradual disappearance of the shallow wells, and of reliance on alternative water sources, and the general introduction of piped water supplies was a feature of the second half of the century. The new public health authorities which came into being in 1856,30 supported the extension of piped water because of its greater convenience (as an inducement to cleanliness), and because of its higher quality. Although well closures were unpopular,3' many wells deteriorated at this period and were voluntarily abandoned. In 1872, for instance, the water was said to have gone from two wells in St Peter Cornhill because of the excavations for the Great Eastern Railway in Broad Street.32 Deterioration was particularly marked on the south side of the Thames, where the water table was much higher than on the north. In Southwark, for example, wells needed to to be sunk only to a depth of 8 or 12 feet, while in the City they had to be sunk to between 30 and 80 feet.33 As more houses and tenements were built, and as population densities became higher in the early years of the nineteenth century, more cesspools were sunk, and were sunk deeper. By the 1 840s, cesspools were being deepened to the first stratum of sand, that is 6 to 10 feet. At this level, the cutting generally carried the cesspool into a spring, which relieved it of liquid refuse. This, of course, was very economical, since the cesspool did not need emptying so frequently, and, as one observer pointed out, instead of having a wagon to carry liquid refuse away, one could make do with a cart because the refuse was solid.34 28 34 Ibid. However, the new cesspool techniques often had serious consequences for local water supplies, since the permeation of springs by cesspool matter became swifter and greater. In Paradise Row, Rotherhithe-inaptly named, since it was unsewered-a new cesspool was put in about 1840. It was made as deep as possible-"to suit the present levels"-and before long there was trouble. The first effect was to drain the wells, but then, some time later, as the cesspool began to fill, discoloured and foul-tasting water flowed back into the wells. Similarly, in Battersea, the cesspools of a new estate of six houses permeated the wells within a matter of days. In both cases, the residents turned to the local company for water.35 By 1844, throughout south London, it was said, ancient and celebrated springs were being abandoned by the inhabitants. The pumps, however, remained, and were used by poor passers-by, who did not know their reputation.36
The pollution of the shallow wells by cesspool drainings was only one feature of a phenomenon which shaped the whole history of London's water supply in the nineteenth century: the problem of sewage pollution. Not only were the wells and springs affected, but also the rivers and the piped supplies drawn from them. The evidence points to a deterioration in the condition of the Thames between about 1815 and 1830, which became more rapid between 1830 and 1850. Leslie Wood, in his study of the history of the river's pollution, is of the opinion that the quality of the Thames water in the later eighteenth century was not very different from what it is today, but that by 1850 the river had become "putrid, noisome and dead".37 Population growth and the commercial introduction of the water-closet were mainly responsible. London's population, as we have seen, grew from 1 million in 1801 to 2 36 million in 1851. Wastes increased accordingly, like the pressure on housing, and the demand for water supplies. Traditionally, London's wastes had been disposed of in cesspools, to be removed by nightsoil men, a procedure which kept the Thames largely free of sewage contamination. Until 1815, in fact, house drains were not allowed direct connection with the city's sewers, which were deemed to be for the passage of rainwater only. When this prohibition was lifted, the water-closet came into its own. The flush from the new closets found its way via the house drains into the sewers and thence to the river. In 1828, it was calculated that between 139 and 145 sewers were discharging effluent into the Thames,38 mostly within a limited area: all the city's major outfalls entered the river between the King's Pond sewer at Vauxhall Bridge and the Black Ditch at Limehouse.39 From about 1830 on, things got progressively worse, as the water-closet became an accepted facility. By the 1 840s, the London water companies were commonly providing "high service"-that is, to the upper floors of houses-which was used principally for the flushing of closets,40 and closets were widely used in wealthy and newly-built districts.4' By the early 1870s, water-closets were commonly provided in all London housing-a feature that distinguished London's sanitary arrangements from those of all other major English cities except Liverpool, although it was unusual to find water laid on to closets in the poorer class of housing.42 Although the Thames occupies pride of place in the water literature of the period, the Lea undoubtedly suffered a similar fate. The East London cholera epidemic of 1866 bears witness to the polluted state of the untreated Lea, which received water from numerous sewers, cuts, and canals,43 besides the drainage of towns and industries situated on its upper reaches: Luton, Wheathampstead and its paper-mill, Hatfield and Ware. In addition, the river carried a considerable barge traffic, passing up with manure, bricks, and timber and returning with malt, corn, and wool-a traffic carrying a population notoriously uncleanly in its habits.44 The waters of the Lea and the Thames, and of all the water companies, in the later 1 820s, were similarly indicted in the complaint registered against the Grand Junction Company in March 1828,45 that it sent up, through iron tubes, unto the habitation of seven thousand families, to be used daily at the breakfast table; in the composition of bread, pastry, soups, broths; and in the boiling of meats, poultry, pulses-a fluid, saturated with the impurities of fifty thousand homes-a dilute solution of animal and vegetable substances in a state of putrefaction-alike offensive to the sight, disgusting to the imagination, and destructive to the health.
The quality of the piped water supplied to London became an important public health issue in the second half of the century, and continued to be a matter of concern until the introduction of chlorination in 1915 finally removed fears of the accidental pollution of filtered supplies.46 The intial public distaste at drinking water from visibly highly polluted rivers, which surfaced in 1828,47 was soon given a deeper theoretical foundation.48 Water and disease had been linked in a general way from the early days of the public health movement. In the 1840s, for example, Thomas Southwood Smith observed that in the London districts regularly and severely visited by fever, there was "uniformly bad sewage, a bad supply of water, a bad supply of scavengers, and a consequent accumulation of filth".49 The association was between water and cleanliness, and filth, putrefaction, and disease, rather than directly between water and disease. The role of water supply as a conveyor of specific infections only emerged in 1848, when John Snow and William Budd independently observed a connection between polluted water supplies and the spread ofcholera. The events of the epidemic of 1854, which supplied the evidence of the Broad Street pump and of the Southwark and Vauxhall Company's waterfield, placed polluted water supplies firmly among the factors to be considered in outbreaks of cholera. Although it was some years before this conclusion was fully accepted by the medical profession, its implications were usually taken into account in the practical measures taken when cholera threatened in the years after 1854.50
While the medical profession continued to debate the viability of the water transmission theory, and of the exact ways in which water transmitted disease, progress was made towards a purer water supply. The general quality of company water improved steadily through the century. From issuing untreated river water in the 1820s, the companies were by the 1850s standardly resting and filtering supplies before distribution.51 Although water was mostly taken within London's limits, and thus from where it was subject to the highest levels of pollution up to 1852, the Metropolis Water Act of that year required the Thames intakes to be moved to the river above Hampton Court, and more stringent regulations were adopted concerning the filtration and storage of water.52 By the 1 870s, the quality of company water had been significantly improved,53 and progress continued to be made in filtration and resting techniques until chlorination resolved any remaining doubts about the ultimate purity of filtered river supplies.
Throughout the latter half of the century there was no question among health officers and medical observers that company supply was infinitely preferable to wells and other local water sources. Company water quality could be, and was, monitored, and if it was unsatisfactory, representations could be made. As early as 1857, in the second year of its existence, Camberwell Vestry was complaining of the quality of both the Kent The extension of constant water supply was by no means as easy to accomplish as the idle observer might assume. Although the companies were responsible for the mains, the individual householder was responsible for the entire organization of the supply to his own premises, including the pipes which connected him to the main. Under the intermittent system, the short hours of supply served to fill domestic storage cisterns, and the pressure at which the water was discharged was relatively low. In order to achieve constant supply, the water pressure needed to be considerably greater, and the domestic supply pipes were generally not strong enough to cope with the increased pressure. It was to meet these problems that regulations were drawn up under the 1871 Water Act specifying the type and standard of domestic supply equipment that had to be met by the householder before the companies were obliged to provide constant service.72 On the one hand, the organizational effort involved in preparing a district to receive constant supply was considerable, as all new fixings had to be inspected and approved by the company; on the other, it involved individual property owners in considerable expense, since it generally demanded the almost entire reconstruction of the distribution arrangements in the district concerned.73
The expense of the transfer and the bother of the work involved evidently discouraged much private initiative towards constant. The engineer, William Pole, 74 who carried out a feasibility study on constant supply for the Board of Trade in 1871, considered that any attempt by the water companies to exercise their powers over domestic fittings would meet with considerable public resistance.75 For this reason, the burden of initiative was thrown on the public and the metropolitan sanitary authorities in 1872, while the subsequent history of constant service extension proved Pole reasonably correct. The Lambeth Company in the early years of its extension 72 Metropolis Water Act 1871, sec. 10. 73 Some companies were more exacting in their requirements than others. The New River, for example, insisted on strict compliance with the regulations, whereas the West Middlesex was more flexible, demanding alteration only where existing fittings were inefficient and wasted water: Lancet, 1888, ii: 530.
74 William Pole FRS (1814 -1900 Company observed that where houses were well supplied with cisterns there was no general desire to change to daily service.77 The Chelsea Company felt itself justified over the years in its policy of non-extension by the almost universal apathy of its customers: no public authority and scarcely any private individuals applied for the service.78 The New River Company, which on two or three occasions laid on constant supplies at the request of local authorities, as well as to many blocks and groups of dwellings at the request of owners, observed that the inhabitants did not generally manifest much interest in the proceedings except to object to the preparation of fittings.79 The directors of both the Grand Junction and the Southwark companies remarked on the indifference of local authorities to the venture.80 Local authorities were, of course, reluctant to court unpopularity by forcing electors into the expense of constant service. In 1888, for example, the City Corporation refused an application by several City parishes to obtain constant service for the areas under their jurisdiction, giving the New River Company's insistence on the regulation fittings, and their cost, as reasons for not proceeding. It was not fair, the Corporation argued, that householders who in ignorance had installed nonregulation fittings should be compelled to make expensive changes.8' The
Corporation had some justification for its assessment of householders' views: in St Pancras the Medical Officer had recorded "some heart-burning" among the inhabitants in the face of the New River's stringent requirements for constant service.82 It was only in 1889, when a narrow belt of houses near Regent's Park served by the West Middlesex were the only ones in the parish left on intermittent, that St Pancras Vestry got around to requesting they be put on constant. The Vestry's application was, however, turned down by the Company, and the London County Council had to be brought in to effect the desired result.83
During the 1 890s, as a result of the LCC's intervention, the pace of constant supply introduction quickened, and by the end of the century, all company-supplied houses within the metropolis proper were on constant supply (with a very few exceptions, such as 200 houses at the top of Shooter's Hill which were above the pressure-line of the Kent Company, and for which special arrangements were made within a few years). In the 1890s, the focus of the water problem shifted again, to centre on the question of the overall adequacy of supply. This problem first began to concern the Water Examiner in the dry summer of 1887. The problem was partly caused by the increasing growth of Water London. It was estimated then that the water companies' customers increased in number by between 100,000 and 130,000 each year, or by 14,000-18,000 houses.84 Drought was estimated to increase water demand by 18 to 22 per cent in intermittent areas, and by 25 to 28 per cent in constant areas.85 In south and west London, supplied by the Thames and by deep wells, there were no grounds for immediate anxiety. The east and north, and their adjacent districts, were, however, a different matter. In the summer, the River Lea was practically used up by the demands of the New River and East London companies, and a further 15 million gallons were drawn from wells, and 10 million from the Thames, daily.
Problems with the Lea supply had been foreseen as early as 1869, but it was calculated then that, in five dry summers, the water passing over Feilde's Weir, above the East London's intake, had never been less than 22 million gallons-a quantity deemed sufficient for foreseeable daily supplies. In August 1887, however, the flow over Feilde's Weir fell to 21 million gallons, or just below the desired margin. Anxieties were raised for the future. Scott estimated that, in order to meet the possible maximum demand of 1895, supposing it to be a dry summer, the joint well-capacity of the two companies would have to be increased by 30 5 million gallons. It was not possible to increase further the East London's supply from the Thames, since this was subject to statutory limitation. The problem was in effect particular to the East London Company, since its Lea intake lay below that of the New River, which thus had first call on the river's supply; at this date, the company mains were entirely separate, and there was no arrangement whereby they could assist each other in emergencies. Already in 1887, the East London Company was compelled to restrict supplies during part of the summer, and it was clear that the maximum daily supply of nearly 45 million gallons from all sources recorded in the week ending 8 July, was by no means equal to the maximum consumer demand.
The East London Company was not unaware of its supply responsibilities. By 1888, the Company was sinking wells and driving adits (exploratory shafts) on a considerable scale in an attempt to meet possible future requirements. In January 1891, a further dimension to the problem manifested itself, when a period of severe frost led to an increase in daily consumption to 53 million gallons, or 7 million gallons over the daily average for July and August (a total rate of 44 7 gallons per head daily, as against a daily average of 35-9 for 1891). The Company was increasingly anxious, and in the following year was, according to Major-General Scott, engaged in adding to its well supply "with considerable success".86 In 1892 also, the Company bought additional land for new works, and in 1893, brought a bill before Parliament to allow it to increase its reservoir capacity by 600 million gallons, and to increase its well yield by 3 million gallons a day. Because of obstruction from the LCC, the bill was not passed until 1894.87 The works that should have been begun in 1893, and which the Local Government Board had estimated would be complete by June 1895, were not finally completed until 1896.
Meanwhile, the vagaries of nature and the demands of the Company's everincreasing number of consumers overstretched the Company's resources on two occasions in 1895, and again in the summer of 1896. The supply broke down again in 85 Ibid., 1892 1898. In 1895, the year of the Great Frost, which lasted with an interval of only seven days (14-20 January) from the beginning of the year until 9 March, consumer service pipes burst and sprang undetected leaks in their thousands, and even company mains, hitherto virtually unaffected by frosts, suffered.88 There followed, in the summer of 1895, a drought which reduced the East London Company's supply of filtered water from its normal reserve of 16 9 days' supply to a mere half-day's. The Company's whole district was put on intermittent supply on 15 July, and constant was not fully restored until 8 October. In the following year, 1896, drought in the Lea basin lasted from May to August inclusive. The flow of the Lea over Feilde's Weir fell in June, July, and August to 22, 19, and 14 million gallons respectively. The East London was again compelled to resort to intermittent on 17 July, and the supply was not fully restored until 19 September. In 1898, things were even worse. The flow at Feilde's Weir between June and October was recorded at 16, 12, 6, 2, and 5 million gallons. The East London's reservoirs were full with 1,200 million gallons on 20 June; by 22 August they were down to 308 million gallons. Supply was restricted from that date on, and was not fully restored until 14 December.89 Needless to say, the inconvenience to consumers, who were by now accustomed to constant supply, and whose cisterns had in any case largely been removed on its introduction, leaving them without emergency supplies when the mains failed, was considerable.90
The problems which nature presented to the East London Company in these unusual years were compounded by the behaviour of consumers. It was freely acknowledged by both government officials and water companies that whenever an emergency arose in constant supply areas, all control of the supply passed to the consumer. And consumers were not considerate water-users. In times of frost, they turned all their taps on to prevent water freezing in the pipes, and let them run day and night. In hot weather they watered their gardens copiously, filled consumers to regulate their water demands during the summer months,93 and in the 1990s the problem remains. If certain problems of supply continued into the twentieth century, the creation of the Metropolitan Water Board in 1902-3 instituted a new era in London's water supply history, with the replacement of private enterprise by public responsibility. In many respects, however, the modern structure of water distribution was already established by this date, for during the course of the nineteenth century the scale and nature of London's water provision had been largely transformed. From being a commodity which usually had to be worked for, and always had to be conserved, water became a continuous domestic facility. Where eye and tongue had been employed to assess, often mistakenly, the quality of water, considerable progress had been made towards relieving the individual of care for the purity of his supply. Nevertheless, only a half-way stage had been reached towards modern conditions. Although piped water was supplied on constant service, among working families and the poor this might still be to a standpipe, or commonly, where laid on to the house, to one floor only. In shared accommodation families living on the upper floors still had to fetch and carry water, and were still dependent on domestic storage facilities. Even in model housing, where water was laid on to each floor at least, there was usually only provision for cold water. Bathrooms were still a rarity.94 Although delivery to the home at all hours of water which met a standard of purity, free of visible and invisible taints, had become a general expectation by 1900, considerable improvements in the nature of the service were still to be made.
Yet if London differed from other English cities in that its water supply remained in private hands until the twentieth century, it has not yet been proved that for this reason London's experience was inferior.95 The size of the city, the speed of its growth, and the social problems which accompanied its expansion all contributed to complicate the administration of services, while the rising standards which accompanied the nineteenth-century public health revolution demanded the continual reassessment of facilities provided. The London water companies were constantly criticized by contemporaries, and consequently have been given a bad press by historians,96 but their achievement in the latter years of the nineteenth century was considerable. As one critic admitted,97 in common justice it must be remarked ... that as regards the magnitude of the supply and the responsibility of keeping it up regularly, and keeping pace with the annual requirements of the metropolis, the people who are constantly discrediting the character of the supply . . . fail altogether in doing justice to the splendid and costly undertakings with which this metropolis has been fortunately endowed. The system may be excellent of its own kind and yet not free from administrative criticism; that is the case with the water companies.
There is room for more detailed research on the history of the London water companies, and on the interests and motives of the men who managed them. They were certainly not without their faults, yet their financial and administrative commitment to London water in the last thirty years of the nineteenth century was substantial.98 The extension of constant domestic supplies of piped mains water, like the extension of house drains to meet mains sewage provision, was no inconsiderable technical and administrative feat in the late-Victorian city.99 98 
